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Abstract

It is well documented that the housing boom of the early 2000s fueled credit ex-
pansion among homeowners. Less attention has been paid to the effects of the housing
boom on renters, who make up over 30% of US households. In this paper, I use detailed
credit information from a sample of almost 500,000 US consumers to show that house
price growth reduced renter credit access during the last housing boom. In particular,
banks reduced non-mortgage credit supply when they expanded mortgage lending to
homeowners. As a consequence, renters living in locations where banks had more (na-
tional) geographic exposure to the housing boom ended up borrowing less but defaulting
more. The results are especially pronounced in locations with stronger credit market
frictions, as measured by local banks’ mortgage retention probability and balance sheet
liquidity, or bank cost of funds in the local market. The effects of the housing boom on
the borrowing and default behavior of renters persisted during the subsequent recession.
This research suggests that policies affecting house prices and mortgage financing have
broader implications for less well-off households that do not own a home.
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1 Introduction

During the early 2000s, the US economy experienced a strong housing boom, ac-
companied by a surge in consumer borrowing. Between 2002 and 2006, total household
debt rose by over 70%, compared to an increase of 24% in domestic business debt.1

While much attention has been paid to the relationship between house price growth
and credit availability to homeowners during this period,2 little is known about how
credit was allocated to the more than 30% of households that have no housing assets.
Unlike homeowners, who can fund consumption by borrowing against their home equity,
renters have to rely on non-mortgage credit. To study the allocation of credit across
all consumers during the last boom and bust cycle, it is important to understand how
non-mortgage consumer credit supply was affected by the housing shock.

House price growth may increase or decrease credit supply in non-mortgage sectors.
On the one hand, the appreciation of real estate values could strengthen bank balance
sheets, resulting in an increase in consumer credit supply (Herring and Wachter 1999
and Lorenzoni 2008). On the other hand, house price growth could lead banks to
allocate more credit resources to the mortgage sector, crowding out credit supply in
non-mortgage sectors (Chakraborty et al. 2014 and Loutskina and Strahan 2015) if
financing frictions constrain banks’ capacity to raise capital from external investors
(Kashyap and Stein 2000, Sufi 2007, Shleifer and Vishny 2010, and Erel et al. 2011).

In this paper, I provide evidence that house price growth has negative effects on
non-mortgage consumer credit supply and I examine the implications of this negative
supply shock on the borrowing and default behaviors of renters and homeowners. Using
detailed credit information from a large sample of individual consumers, I show that
credit resources were channeled away from renters during the housing boom. In par-
ticular, the boom in house prices and mortgage credit led to a decline in the supply
of non-mortgage consumer credit. As a result, renters who had no housing collateral
and relied on non-mortgage financing borrowed less but defaulted more despite the
economic boom.

To identify the causal effect of house price growth on bank credit supply to renters,
1Source: second quarter statistics from New York Fed Consumer Credit Panel and the Federal

Reserve’s Financial Accounts of the United States (the Flow of Funds).
2For example, Campbell and Cocco (2007), Greenspan and Kennedy (2008), and Mian and Sufi

(2014) document the positive consumption response to the increased value of home equity. Adelino
et al. (2015) and Corradin and Popov (2015) show that increased collateral value helps entrepreneurship
and job creation.
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I need to address two key empirical challenges. First, local house prices not only affect
bank credit supply, but may also affect renter credit demand. For example, credit
demand might fall if house price growth has a negative wealth effect on renters who
need to save more to eventually purchase a home (Sinai and Souleles 2005 and Campbell
and Cocco 2007). Thus, to disentangle the effects of house prices on bank credit supply
from the effects on consumer credit demand, I utilize the fact that most banks operate in
multiple geographic locations. Following Chakraborty et al. (2014) and Loutskina and
Strahan (2015), I start by constructing bank housing market exposure as the weighted
average of house prices across all geographic locations in which each bank holding
company (BHC) operates (which I call financially related markets). Then I measure
the locational lender house price index as the weighted average of the housing market
exposure across all local banks. Controlling for the growth of local house price index,
the growth of this locational lender house price index can be used to examine the effect
of the housing boom outside the local market on the credit supply to renters that live
in the local area.

The second empirical challenge stems from the concern that unobserved macroe-
conomic factors in financially related markets could affect both house prices in these
markets and a bank’s lending behavior. For example, banks operating in locations with
strong house price growth may also have better non-housing-related lending opportu-
nities in those markets, which would lead them to allocate more resources to those
locations. In this case, a negative relationship between renter credit growth and lender
house price growth might actually reflect generally better lending opportunities outside
the local area. To identify the causal impact of housing shocks on bank credit supply
to consumers, I instrument for the growth of the lender house price index using a set of
exogenous variables that move house prices either through housing supply or housing
demand. The first instrument is the topology-based land availability measurement in-
troduced by Saiz (2010), which captures the elasticity of the local housing supply. The
second instrument measures the increase in housing demand driven by subsidies in home
financing from government sponsored enterprises (GSE), as proposed by Adelino et al.
(2012) and used by Loutskina and Strahan (2015). Under the identifying assumption
that these instruments are orthogonal to the growth of fundamental economic factors,
I am able to identify the causal effect of a housing market boom on consumer credit
access.

Using this empirical design, I show that renter credit access was significantly reduced
by banks’ exposure to the housing boom between 2002 and 2006. On average, renter
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debt growth is about 7.5 percentage points lower if the growth of local banks’ lender
house price index is one standard deviation higher. At the same time, house price
growth in the local market does not increase renter credit availability.3 In contrast,
homeowners’ debt growth is not significantly affected by lender house price growth,
presumably because banks can more easily finance loans secured by housing collateral
relative to unsecured consumer loans.

In addition to the effect on debt growth, the housing boom also led to an increase
in renter default. Specifically, a one-standard-deviation increase in lender house price
growth increases the growth of renters’ past-due balances by 5.6 percentage points
and the probability of debt charge-off by 0.53 percentage points. These findings are
consistent with the hypothesis that limited access to new credit makes it more difficult
for renters to roll over existing obligations and keep current after negative liquidity
shocks.

I present three additional findings that indicate that the negative effect of lender
house prices on renter credit access is stronger in locations where financial frictions are
higher. This is what one would expect if financial frictions constrain the ability of banks
to raise additional funds to meet non-mortgage credit demand in light of the boom in
housing credit. First, I show that my results are stronger if banks operate in markets
where a relatively smaller share of mortgage loans could be securitized (equivalently, a
larger share of mortgage loans are retained in bank portfolio).4 Second, I find that in
areas where local banks have worse balance sheet liquidity the effect of lender house
prices on renter credit access is stronger. Third, the house price effect on renter credit
availability is also stronger where local banks face higher cost of funds. In these cases,
banks are more constrained, and they must channel more liquidity away from non-
mortgage sectors when they originate more mortgage loans in response to house price
growth.

I further show that banks’ exposure to the housing boom impacted renter perfor-
mance in the subsequent bust. By tracking individual renters’ credit activities between

3Renters could have mixed incentives to borrow and consume in response to house price growth. On
the one hand, renters have a “short” housing position, and housing value appreciation could incentivize
saving (Sheiner 1995 andSinai and Souleles 2005). On the other hand, higher house prices discourage
home purchases in the short run and may generate positive effects on renter borrowing and consumption
(Engelhardt 1994). The two effects could offset each other, resulting in an insignificant relationship
between local house price growth and renter borrowing or consumption, as shown by Campbell and
Cocco (2007) and Hryshko et al. (2010).

4For example, if there are more high-risk or jumbo mortgage borrowers in markets where the banks
operate. (Loutskina and Strahan 2011).
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2007 and 2010, I find that renters who saw stronger lender house price growth during
the boom would have a lower probability of taking out new loans and a higher prob-
ability of defaulting during the crisis. This is likely because banks more exposed to
the housing boom were also likely to suffer greater losses when the market collapsed,
forcing those lenders to cut credit supply more sharply.5

Finally, I discuss two possible extensions. First, I provide suggestive evidence that
the contraction in credit supply by the traditional banking sector forced consumers to
resort to expensive alternative financing sources such as payday loans. Specifically, I
find that local commercial banks’ exposure to the housing boom increased the employ-
ment growth of alternative consumer credit suppliers in places with stronger financial
frictions.

Second, I find that local banks’ exposure to the housing boom is positively correlated
with the difference in self-employment propensity between homeowners and renters in
the same location. This finding differs from earlier studies, which find that house price
growth increases entrepreneurship by providing homeowners with additional collateral
to finance new businesses.6 By construction, my lender house price index is unlikely
to affect homeowners’ collateral constraints (after controlling for local house prices).
Thus, my result suggests that the housing boom reduced renters’ credit access, which
discouraged their self-employment activities compared to those of homeowners, who
could borrow against their housing collateral.

This paper is related to the literature that explores the potential negative spillover
effects of house price growth on the economy. Existing work has documented that house
price growth may crowd out investment by large public firms (Chakraborty et al. 2014),
distort cross-regional credit allocation (Loutskina and Strahan 2015), and impact the
education and family-forming choices of young Americans (Laeven and Popov 2016a
and Laeven and Popov 2016b). In this paper, I discuss how the housing boom negatively
impacted the credit access of non-homeowners through bank lending even before the
market collapsed. It is noteworthy that in this case, home value appreciation channels
credit away from the more disadvantaged consumers: in 2000, the median household
income of renters was only about half that of homeowners, and the share of minorities

5Bank lending effects under negative shocks have been well discussed in the literature; for example,
by Gan (2007), Ivashina and Scharfstein (2010), and Ramcharan et al. (2016).

6For example, Adelino et al. (2015), Corradin and Popov (2015), and Schmalz et al. (2015) document
the role of housing collateral on business creation. Kerr et al. (2015) compare how renters’ and
homeowners’ incentives to start businesses are related to local house price growth.
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among renters was more than double the share among homeowners.7 While many
discussions since Bernanke and Gertler (1989) and Kiyotaki and Moore (1997) have
documented how collateral assets amplify economic volatility over the business cycle,
this study shows that collateral value appreciation also increases the cross-sectional
divergence in credit access across consumers with different asset positions.

My paper is also related to the literature that studies how scarce capital resources
are allocated across corporate divisions through the internal capital market. While
earlier studies such as Shin and Stulz (1998) and Campello (2002) have provided evi-
dence that supports the hypothesis of division-level rent-seeking and “socialism” in the
internal capital market (Scharfstein and Stein 2000), my results are consistent with
the hypothesis that headquarters do “winner-picking” and move resources to divisions
with better investment opportunities (Stein 1997 and Giroud and Mueller (2015)). In
addition, when we think about how shocks to a bank’s balance sheet or cash flow affect
its lending, most studies show that positive shocks improve lending (Loutskina 2011
and Gilje et al. 2016) and negative shocks reduce lending(Peek and Rosengren 2000,
Gan 2007, Khwaja and Mian 2008, Ivashina and Scharfstein 2010, and Ramcharan
et al. 2016). This paper, in contrast, explores a less-documented mechanism by which
a positive shock to one sector could crowd out lending in another sector.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the data used
in my estimations. Section 3 specifies my empirical strategies. Section 4 reports the
empirical results. Section 5 discusses some extensions. Section 6 concludes.

2 Data

2.1 Individual consumer credit reports

In this study I use detailed consumer credit records to track each individual con-
sumer’s credit activities between 2002 and 2006. This annual panel data includes bal-
ances of each major consumer debt instrument (auto loans, credit card debt, mortgage
loans, and other personal installment loans), various measures of default status, and
demographic information such as age, ZIP code of residence, and homeownership. The
sample is randomly selected from the nationwide population with credit information

7The comparisons are from 2000 Census statistics. The median household incomes of renters and
homeowners were $27,362 and $51,323 respectively. Minorities, which include all non-white households,
made up 32.6% of renters and 14.5% of homeowners.
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from TransUnion, one of the three major credit bureaus.
In this data, homeownership is identified based on whether the individual has cur-

rent or historical records of housing-related credit activities such as a mortgage or home
equity loan. This measurement gives a sample homeownership of 53.6% in 2002, signif-
icantly lower than the 68.0% homeownership rate reported by the Census. Noticeably,
the underestimation mainly comes from the oldest (46.4% vs. 80.5% for consumers over
65 and 72.9% vs. 81.1% for those between 55 and 65) and youngest (35.9% vs. 41.3%
for consumers younger than 35) age groups, as homeowners in these cohorts are more
likely to own their homes without mortgage or home equity records.8 In order to have
a more precise comparison between renters and homeowners, I focus on consumers with
age between 35 and 55 in my estimations. This gives me a sample homeownership of
71.4%, much closer to 72.3% in the Census data. I further merge the consumer credit
data with ZIP-code level house price data and other regional economic information such
as income and rental cost. This leaves a sample of 493,204 individual consumers from
8,378 ZIP codes.

I also use the same sample of consumers’ credit records in 2007 and 2010 to examine
their borrowing and default behaviors during the crisis. The data structure is exactly
the same as that of the earlier years, allowing me to track each individual consumer’s
credit activities over the last entire boom-and-bust cycle. Based on this panel data, I
can estimate how banks’ exposure to the housing boom affected consumers’ subsequent
credit access during the market downturn.

2.2 House price data

I collect annual ZIP-code level house price indices from the online real estate plat-
form Zillow. The data is created from estimated sale prices on every home in the local
community. This methodology avoids biases from the over-time changes in the compo-
sition of homes actually sold. To separate the causal effects of house prices from the
effects of correlated economic factors, I use instrumental variables to capture the exoge-
nous variations in house price growth. In particular, I use the regional housing supply
elasticity (Saiz 2010) as an instrument from the supply side, and use Home Mortgage
Disclosure Act (HMDA) data to estimate the potential housing demand driver by gov-
ernment subsidy of home purchases. Details about the instrumental variables will be

8For example, young people may own an inherited home and have no mortgage debt. Older people
may have paid off their mortgage many years ago and have no records with the credit bureau.
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explained in the next section.

2.3 Bank financial information

Bank asset composition and basic financial characteristics are collected from the
bank Call Reports, which allow me to compare the dynamics of bank asset composition
across holding companies that have different housing market exposures. In order to
estimate banks’ exposure to the housing market, we also need to know each bank’s
market coverage across the country and its market share in each locality. These are
estimated from the Summary of Deposits reported by the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation (FDIC), which provides deposit data from the annual survey of branch
offices with location information detailed to ZIP-code level.

2.4 Summary statistics

The sample includes 493,204 individual consumers across the country, 140,914 of
whom were renters at the beginning of the testing period, and 352,290 of whom were
homeowners, as shown in Panel A of Table 1. In 2002, the average renter’s credit score
is 675, almost 100 lower than that of the average homeowner.9 Renter average debt
balance is less than 10% of homeowners’ in 2002. While this difference is largely due
to homeowners’ mortgage debt position, the gap between these two consumer groups
remains large if we focus on non-mortgage credit, for which homeowners hold about
three times as much as renters do. In 2002, the average probability of default by renters
is more than seven percentage points higher than that by homeowners. From 2002 to
2006, both renters and homowners have moderate increases in credit scores, positive
growth of borrowing,10 and drops in default probabilities. These patterns reflect the
overall economic boom during this period.

According to Panel B, ZIP-code-level house price growth is 38.3% on average, over
20% higher than the average income growth across ZIP codes in my sample.11 Lenders’
exposure to the housing boom as measured by the growth of my lender house price
index is 43.7% during the same period.

9In this dataset, the measurement of credit score is similar to the commonly used FICO score
system, but with a scale between 501 and 990.

10Notice that the strong average debt growth among renters is due to the new mortgage borrowing
by those who newly became homeowners during the testing period.

11Income is calculated as the average adjusted gross income per tax return across ZIP codes, based
on statistics reported by the IRS.
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3 Empirical methodology

3.1 Measuring bank housing market exposure

In order to investigate house price effects on consumer credit through bank lending,
we need to measure how lenders, rather than individual consumers, were exposed to
the housing boom. As mentioned earlier, most banks operate in multiple geographic
locations, and a specific bank branch’s lending decisions could be determined by the
cash flow and investment opportunities of the entire holding company. The lender
housing market exposure should therefore incorporate house price information over all
financially related markets covered by the same bank holding company.

For the first step, I follow the measurement by Chakraborty et al. (2014) and create
an index of bank housing market exposure for each BHC as the weighted average of
house price indices across regions where the BHC has branches. For BHC j in year t,
the BHC-level housing market exposure Bank_HPjt is calculated as:

Bank_HPjt =
∑

z∈Zj

ωj
zHPzt,

where Zj is the set of ZIP codes, z, covered by the bank holding company j. The weight
ωj

z = depzj∑
z∈Zj

depzj

is the share of deposits depzj from ZIP code z to BHC j out of the

total deposits of this BHC at the beginning of the testing period. HPzt is the ZIP-
code-level house price index for year t. I use deposit statistics to estimate bank market
shares to avoid reverse causality from directly measuring mortgage lending exposure.
For example, if a bank expects fewer lending opportunities in the local market and moves
credit to markets with higher house prices, we would also observe a negative correlation
between renter borrowing and the bank’s mortgage-weighted housing market exposure,
but it would be due to the endogenously adjusted weights. Deposits across markets are
less likely to adjust in response to such changes in expectation, and therefore provide
a relatively stable weighting system.

Based on this BHC-specific index, I can first estimate how bank lending in different
sectors is affected by each bank’s housing market exposure. Based on the following
equation, I could test the cross-sectional relationship between bank loan growth and
the growth of each bank’s housing market exposure:

∆yj, 02−06 = η∆bank_hpj, 02−06 +Xj, 02 + εj, (1)
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where ∆yj, 02−06 is the log change of real-estate-related loans, non-mortgage consumer
debts, or the value of a specific asset component on each bank holding company j′s

balance sheet from 2002 to 2006. ∆bank_hpj, 02−06 is the log change in the bank
housing market exposure Bank_HPjt of the same BHC during the same period. Xj, 02

is a vector of bank-level characteristics from 2002.
When a bank is doing business in markets with stronger house price growth, it

is expected to originate more real-estate related loans, given that the value of real
estate collateral improves. Despite the rapid development of mortgage securitization
and secondary markets, many banks still keep a significant share of mortgage debt on
their balance sheets and, in fact, the share of mortgage debt holding in bank portfolio is
found to increase during this period. This suggests a positive relationship between the
growth of bank housing market exposure and the growth of real-estate related loans in
bank portfolio. Meanwhile, banks’ capital availability may not grow as quickly, so that
non-mortgage consumer lending could be crowded out. Based on this hypothesis, the
regression coefficient η in Equation (1) is expected to be positive when regressing on
mortgage growth but negative when regressing on the growth of non-mortgage consumer
debt. Figure 1 shows that the average share of mortgage loans out of total bank asset
increased by more than three percentage points from 2002 to 2006, while the shares of
all other types of asset dropped during this period.

To further estimate the effects of bank credit supply on individual consumers, I
need to determine the borrower-lender relationship. According to the 2001 Survey of
Consumer Finance (SCF), about 75% of consumers access banking services within five
miles of their residence; this share is about 82% among renters. Therefore I assume
that individual consumers mainly borrow from local banks and I define the locational
lender house price index as the weighted average of bank housing market exposures
across all local banks:

Lender_HPzt =
∑
j∈Jz

ωz
jBank_HPjt,

where Jz is the set of BHCs, j, that have branch offices in ZIP code z and the weight
ωz

j = depzj∑
j∈Jz

depzj

is the share of deposits depzj to the local branches of bank j out of the

total deposits in ZIP code z in 2002. The growth of this index estimates the average
exposure to the housing boom across local lenders, which affects their tendencies to
provide non-mortgage credit to consumers who live in the local community.
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3.2 House price effects on consumer credit

With the above lender house price index in each ZIP code, I estimate the effect of
the housing boom from financially related markets outside the local area on consumer
credit access by regressing consumer debt growth on the growth of the lender house
price index, controlling for local house price growth. To compare how renters and
homeowners are affected by the housing boom in different ways, I split the sample by
each consumer’s homeownership status in 2002, and examine each subsample separately.
My main specification is a cross-sectional multivariate regression on first differences:

∆yiz, 02−06 = δ∆lender_hpz, 02−06 + β∆local_hpz, 02−06 +Xiz, 02 +Xz, 02 + εiz, (2)

where ∆yiz, 02−06 is the log change of consumer debt balance or of the balance of
past due obligations between 2002 and 2006 for individual i who lives in ZIP code
z; ∆lender_hpz, 02−06 is the log change of the ZIP-code-level lender house price index,
which measures local banks’ exposure to the housing boom; and ∆local_hpz, 02−06 is
the log change of the local house price index in ZIP code z from 2002 to 2006. The
regression includes both individual and ZIP-code level control variables. Consumers’
locations are determined by their residences in 2002 so that I could prevent the potential
selection issue if a consumer moves during this period.12

Stronger lender house price growth is expected to reduce non-mortgage credit supply
to consumers through the bank lending channel, but is unlikely to affect credit demand
after controlling for local housing growth. Therefore, higher lender house price growth
is expected to reduce renter debt growth, suggesting a negative regression coefficient δ.
Meanwhile, the effects of the local housing shock on consumers who have no housing
assets are mixed, depending on how the local house price affects those consumers’
consumption and savings decisions. Homeowners, on the other hand, are expected
to have a positive coefficient β, since their debt growth could be increased by the
improvement in home collateral value. The eased credit constraint makes homeowners
insensitive to the change in non-mortgage credit supply, which suggests an insignificant
coefficient δ for homeowners.

12In fact, neither the local nor lender house price conditions affect people’s moving decisions in my
sample.
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3.3 Instrumental variables for house price growth

If house prices are correlated with unobservable factors that affect fundamental
economic conditions, the estimations could be subject to endogeneity issues. Local
fundamentals could affect both local house prices and consumer credit demand, and
fundamental shocks to financially related markets could affect both banks’ housing
exposure and their lending decisions. In order to identify the causal effect of the housing
boom on consumer credit access, I use a set of instrumental variables to separate house
price effects from the effects of unobserved economic and financial factors.

My first instrument is the Saiz (2010) housing supply elasticity, which measures the
topology-based availability of land that could be used for real estate development in
each area. As less developable land suggests that less new housing could be added to the
market, lower housing supply elasticity would relate to a greater change in house prices
in response to the same demand shock. I also follow Adelino et al. (2012) and Loutskina
and Strahan (2015) in introducing an instrument from the demand side, which measures
the potential increase in housing demand driven by mortgage subsidy from GSEs. When
the Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA) raises the conforming loan limit (CLL),
the maximum size of a mortgage loan that Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac can purchase,
the cost of home financing that could newly be guaranteed would drop substantially. In
response to an increase in the CLL, more potential housing demand with a mortgage
size near the limit could be realized due to the lower financing cost, pushing up local
home prices. The potential housing demand is estimated as the share of mortgage
applications between the initial CLL and 110% of the limit.13 The larger the share of
applications within this range, the more potential home buyers could benefit from an
increase in the CLL and the higher house price growth is likely to be.

Based on these exogenous drivers of house price variation, the first-stage estimation
on local house price growth can be specified as:

∆local_hpz, 02−06 = θ1Em +θ2Share_CLLc, 02 +θ3Em ×Share_CLLc, 02 +Xz, 02 + εz,

where Em is the housing supply elasticity of the metropolitan statistical area (MSA)
m which includes ZIP code z; Share_CLLc, 02 is the share of mortgage applications in
the local Core Based Statistical Area (CBSA) in 2002 that have a size between 100%

13The choice of the 110% limit is arbitrary. In fact, the results are similar if I set the range to be
between the initial CLL and 120% of it, or between the 2002 and 2006 CLLs.
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and 110% of the CLL; and Em × Share_CLLc, 02 is the interacted term of these two
variables. Xz, 02 is the observable ZIP-code characteristics in 2002. Panel A in Table 2
reports the first-stage results for local house price growth. The first two columns show
that it is higher in regions with lower housing supply elasticity. Columns 3 and 4 show
that regions with a larger share of mortgage applications around the initial CLL also
see stronger housing growth. In the last two columns we can see that the demand effect
on house prices is stronger in locations with lower elasticity. The instruments explain
over 40% of the cross-sectional variation in local house price growth during this period
and they are exogenous to the changes in other macroeconomic factors.

This instrumental strategy is also used to exploit exogenous variation in the growth
of my lender house price index. In the following equation, I regress lender house price
growth on the weighted average of the instrumental variables across all financially re-
lated markets:

∆lender_hpz, 02−06 = θ1Ez +θ2Share_CLLz, 02 +θ3Ez ×Share_CLLz, 02 +Xz, 02 +εz,

where Ez = ∑
j∈Jz

ωz
j

∑
m∈Mj

ωj
mEm is calculated in the same way that the lender house

price index is constructed. All other explanatory variables are calculated by the same
method as the weighted averages of regional variables across all financially related
markets. Panel B in Table 2 reports the first-stage regressions for lender house price
growth. The results are similar to those for local house prices, with the instrumental
variables explaining almost 40% of the cross-sectional variation in lender house price
growth. The signs of the coefficients are all consistent with the underlying mechanisms.

4 Results

4.1 Bank housing market exposure and loan growth

Before investigating how individual consumers are impacted by the housing boom
through bank lending, we need to confirm that banks’ loan supplies are indeed related to
their housing market exposure. In Figure 2, I plot banks’ mortgage and non-mortgage
consumer debt growth against the growth of bank housing market exposure. We can
see that, between 2002 and 2006, greater housing market exposure is related to higher
mortgage growth but lower non-mortgage debt growth.
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This relationship is formally tested based on the regression specification in Equation
(1). Table 3 reports the results. According to Column 1, instrumented growth of bank
housing market exposure has no significant effect on bank core deposits. This suggests
that fundamental factors that could influence the traditional sources of bank funding
are not correlated with the exogenous housing shock. Bank equity is also not affected
by such shock, as represented by Column 2.

Column 3 shows a weak positive correlation between the growth of total bank asset
and the instrumented growth bank housing market exposure, suggesting that banks
did expand their balance sheets in response to the housing boom. Since the traditional
funding sources were unlikely to be affected by the exogenous housing shock, banks
might have had to raise capital through other channels, such as wholesale funding. If
alternative funding access through the external capital market is limited or incurs higher
marginal costs, perhaps due to information asymmetry between banks and external
investors, then a bank may not be able to raise enough external capital to fund its
mortgage expansion, and credit in the its non-mortgage sectors might be crowded out.

In Column 4 we see that banks’ holdings of mortgage loans strongly increase with
their exposure to house prices. With a 1% increase in bank housing market exposure,
mortgage loans increase by about 1.85%. Without a comparable increase in total assets,
a bank has to compensate for this increase in mortgage lending with capital from
other sectors. Column 5 confirms this prediction, showing that non-mortgage consumer
lending is at least one of the sectors crowded out by mortgage lending: one percentage-
point increase in the growth of bank housing market exposure relates to about a 0.97-
percentage-point decrease in the growth of non-mortgage consumer debt.

While most earlier studies find that bank lending and liquidity shocks are positively
correlated, with positive shocks improving lending (Loutskina 2011 and Gilje et al.
2016) and negative shocks restraining lending (Peek and Rosengren 2000, Gan 2007,
Khwaja and Mian 2008, Ivashina and Scharfstein 2010, and Ramcharan et al. 2016), this
paper explores a less straightforward outcome: a positive shock to one sector crowds
out lending in another sector. This finding is consistent with that of Chakraborty et al.
(2014), who demonstrate a negative house price effect on the percentage share of non-
mortgage consumer debt out of total bank assets. However, as long as mortgage debt
growth outpaces non-mortgage consumer debt growth, we should observe the negative
house price effects even if the dollar value of non-mortgage consumer debt balance
increases. In my estimation, I look at the growth of debt balances instead, and find
that the dollar value of non-mortgage consumer debt is reduced by lenders’ exposure
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to the housing boom.
So far, I find evidence of a decrease in non-mortgage consumer credit supply due

to lender house price growth. Next I will discuss how this supply change affects credit
access to renters and homeowners.

4.2 House price effects on consumer credit access

The central hypothesis of this paper is that house price growth reduces the amount
of credit resources available to renters when it allocates more credit resources to home-
owners. This is supported by the data, as illustrated by the scatter plots of consumer
debt growth in Figure 3.

Based on the empirical specification in Equation (2), I estimate the causal effects
of the housing shocks from both local and financially related markets on renter and
homeowner debt growth. I report the results in Table 4. The first column shows how
individual renters’ debt growth is affected by lender house price growth: controlling for
house price growth in the local ZIP code, and for both individual-level and zip-code-
level characteristics (Column 1), a 1% increase in lender house price reduces renters’
debt balance by 0.82%. Since local house price growth is included in the regression, the
potential housing price effects on consumer credit demand or creditworthiness can be
controlled for and the coefficient for lender house price growth is supposed to estimate
how consumer credit supply is affected by housing shocks from financially related mar-
kets outside the local area. Meanwhile, local house price growth has no significant effect
on renter debt growth, likely because the negative wealth effect (that renters need to
save more for future home purchases) offsets the discouragement effect (that renters de-
lay or cancel home purchases). Overall, renter credit access is not improved by the local
housing boom but is hindered by the housing boom from external financially related
markets, suggesting that renter credit access decreased during the nationwide housing
boom.

House prices in nearby communities may also influence consumer credit demand or
reflect the actual housing cost in the local area. To make sure the coefficient for lender
house price does not capture the effect of house prices from nearby ZIP codes, I report
the regression result controlling for house price growth in the local MSA in Column 2.14

14The results are also very similar if I control for both ZIP-code-level and MSA-level local house
price growth. Here I report the results separately to provide a more intuitive interpretation of the
local house price effects.
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The lender house price effect on renter debt growth remains similar and the coefficient
is about 0.75. The result is also robust when I control for dummy variables that indicate
each one-percentage-point bin of local house price growth, as shown in Column 3. This
further confirms that the lender house price effect does not capture the nonlinear effect
of local housing shocks.

To better understand the meaning of the coefficients and the economic magnitude,
imagine two renters, A and B, who have similar individual characteristics and who both
have the sample-mean debt position of $10,880. Renter A lives in ZIP code X and renter
B in ZIP code Y; both ZIP codes have the same initial economic conditions and the
same local and lender house price index of $200,000 in 2002. The growth of local house
prices is the same in both ZIP codes, but the lender house price growth is 10% (that is,
a $20,000 increase) in ZIP code X while 20% (that is, a $40,000 increase) in ZIP code
Y. According to the result in Column 3, renter B’s debt balance in 2006 would be $675
lower than renter A’s, which is about -3.4% of the 2006 lender house price difference
between the two ZIP codes.

Columns 4-6 in Table 4 report the regression results on homeowners. In Column
4, homeowner debt growth is about 0.46 percentage points higher if the instrumented
local house price growth is 1 percentage point higher, consistent with the estimations by
Mian and Sufi (2011). As homeowners could cash out more home equity, their credit
constraints are eased and the changes in other credit supplies become less relevant.
From the regression results, I find that homeowner debt growth is not significantly
related to lender house prices in any of the three specifications. Based on these results,
we would expect an even wider gap between the credit accesses of homeowners and
renters after the nationwide housing boom.

The underlying mechanism in this study suggests that local house prices are related
to mortgage borrowing and that lender house prices are related to non-mortgage bor-
rowing. This prediction is confirmed in Table 5, in which I estimate how each major
consumer debt type is affected by the housing market boom. For renters, a 1% increase
in lender house price is estimated to reduce borrowing on auto loans15 by 0.61% (Col-
umn 1) and on other non-mortgage personal installment loans by 0.89% (Column 4).
These debt instruments are important financing sources for consumers who are renting
and they jointly take up over half of renters’ liabilities on their balance sheets. Credit

15Commercial banks still played an important role in auto lending during the last decade. According
to Charles et al. (2008), about two-thirds of vehicle loans were originate from the traditional banking
sector.
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card borrowing is unaffected by local house prices and by local lenders’ housing mar-
ket exposure (Column 2) because the credit card market is very centralized, with the
top 10 lenders holding over 90% of market share. Homeowners see strong growth in
mortgage debt in response to local house price growth (Column 7), but none of their
non-mortgage borrowing is significantly affected by lenders’ housing market exposure.

4.3 House price effects on consumer default

Some people may argue that less credit access is not necessarily a bad thing. If con-
sumers are not fully rational and tend to overborrow,16 then a tighter credit supply may
help them to keep a more reasonable debt balance and stay financially healthier. How-
ever, Figure 4 shows the opposite: as lender house prices increased and non-mortgage
credit supply decreased during the housing boom, renters ended up with more defaults.
This finding is consistent with the argument that consumer default could be driven by
credit constraints (e.g., Bhutta et al. 2010, Elul et al. 2010, Fuster and Willen 2013, and
Campbell and Cocco 2015), as the immediate benefit from a liquidity relief is relatively
more valuable than the longer-term default costs if consumers face tighter liquidity con-
straints. Also, if psychologically biased renters switch to expensive alternative credit
such as payday loans and pawnshop loans, they could fall into the so-called “payday
loan trap” and eventually end up with more financial problems. In the next section, I
will discuss how alternative consumer credit suppliers are affected by the housing boom.

Table 6 confirms the findings based on my regression analysis. Column 1 shows that,
controlling for ZIP-code level local house price growth, a 1% increase in instrumented
lender house price led to a 0.47% increase in the balance of past-due obligations among
consumers who were renting in 2002. Columns 2 and 3 show that the results are robust
if I control instead for MSA-level or percentage dummies of local house price growth.
In contrast, homeowners’ improved collateral value helps them achieve better credit
performance. In Column 4, we can see that each 1% increase in local housing value
reduces homeowners’ past-due balances by 0.41%.

The missed repayments by renters lasted long enough that creditors had to write
them off their balance sheets and very likely bear the losses. Table 7 shows how the
probability of debt charge-off is affected by the housing shock. According to Column
1, the charge-off probability for renters is estimated to go up by 0.06 percentage points

16For example, Laibson et al. (2015) show that (sophisticated) hyperbolic-discounting consumers are
willing to pay $2,000 to not access credit cards.
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for every percentage point increase in lender house price growth. Cross-sectionally,
this means that if lender house price growth is one standard deviation higher, renters’
default probability would increase by 0.7% more. Again, the effect is similar under
alternative specifications that control for local house price growth at the MSA-level
or for percentage dummies (Columns 2 and 3). For homeowners, Columns 4-6 show
that the charge-off probability is reduced by local house price growth and not affected
by lender house price growth, as homeowner credit access is improved by the housing
boom.

4.4 Financial frictions

The negative effect of lenders’ housing market exposure on renter credit access is
related to a number of frictions in the credit market. First, if a bank operates in
markets where it is less easy to securitize mortgage loans (likely because the related
markets have more high-risk or jumbo borrowers), it would have to retain a larger
share of mortgage loans in portfolio. This would then require more liquidity to fund
the increased mortgage lending. In this case, credit supply in non-mortgage sectors
would more likely be crowded out. Second, if a bank has poorer balance sheet liquidity,
it means that fewer liquid assets in stock are available to originate mortgage loans. To
increase mortgage lending, such a bank may have to channel more liquidity from other
sectors, reducing the credit supply of non-mortgage lending. Third, if a bank faces
higher cost of external funds, then it could be more inclined to use internal capitalwhen
it would like to increase mortgage lending, which results in a stronger crowd-out effect.

The first friction implies a stronger negative effect of lender house price growth on
renter credit access in markets where local banks retain a larger share of mortgage loans
in portfolio. To test this hypothesis, I first estimate each bank’s probability of mortgage
retention as the average share of mortgage loans that are not sold in the origination year
across the bank’s markets.17 Then, in each location, I estimate the average mortgage
retention probability among local banks. Based on this locational mortgage retention
probability, I split the sample ZIP codes into quartiles and compare the lender house
price effects on renter borrowing and default behaviors of the first and fourth quartiles
(Table 8). Column 1 shows that, in ZIP codes where local lenders’ mortgage retention
probability is in the bottom quartile, renter borrowing is not significantly related to
lender house price growth. In contrast, when the local lenders’ mortgage retention

17This is estimated based on the HMDA data across CBSAs.
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probability is in the top quartile, lender house price growth has a strong negative effect
on renter debt growth (Column 2). Similar patterns are found in Columns 3 and 4
when the growth of renter past-due balance is tested.

Next, I show that bank balance sheet liquidity also influence the relationship between
lender housing market exposure and renter credit access, and that poorer balance sheet
liquidity of local lenders would lead to stronger negative lender house price effects on
renter borrowing and default. Here I split the sample ZIP codes based on the average
share of liquid assets (measured by the value of cash plus securities) out of total assets
across local banks and report in Table 9 the results of the first and fourth quartiles. In
Column 1, we observe a strong negative relationship between renter debt growth and
lender house price growth in ZIP codes where local lenders have the lowest share of
liquid assets. But this relationship is not significant in ZIP codes where local lenders
have the highest share of liquid assets (Column 2). The lender house price effect on
renter default is also strong in regions with the lowest bank liquidity (Column 3) but
insignificant in regions with the highest bank liquidity (Column 4).

Last, I show how local banks’ average cost of funds affects the negative lender house
price effect on renter credit access. I split the sample based on local banks’ average
cost of deposits as measured by the total interest expense on deposits out of total
deposits. In Table 10 I compare the two quartiles with the lowest and highest average
cost of deposits. According to Column 1, regions where local banks face the lowest cost
of deposits see no significant lender house price effects on renter debt growth, while
Column 2 shows that in markets where local banks face the highest cost of deposits
there is a strong reduction in debt growth in response to lender house price growth.
Columns 3 and 4 show that the heterogeneous effects on renter default decision are also
consistent with the predictions.

4.5 Robustness checks

In this paper, I am exploring a mechanism whereby a decrease in consumer credit
supply reduces renter debt growth, which further increases the probability and magni-
tude of default. However, if house prices could some how directly influence consumer
default, then the causality between credit access and default would reverse, and the
underlying mechanism would be different. To rule out this alternative explanation,
I re-run the estimation on consumer debt growth, adding the change of credit scores
between 2002 and 2006 into the regression. If the negative relationship between renter
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debt growth and lender house price comes from lenders’ credit supply, then changes in
consumer creditworthiness, as measured by changes in credit score, should not matter.
If, instead, it is deteriorated credit records resulting from increased default that reduce
consumer debt growth , then the score change would absorb the house price effects on
debt growth. Table 11 shows the results of this estimation. In columns 1 and 2, we can
see that the lender house price effect remains after controlling for credit score changes.
Similarly, local house price effects on homeowners’ debt growth are unchanged with
the additional controls on consumer credit records. This test confirms that changes in
consumer default are a result—not a cause—of the changing credit access.

Another concern is that house prices could be correlated with consumer living costs.
To understand how living expenses affect renter credit access and its relationship with
the housing market, I add the growth of median rental costs and non-housing pricing
indices into the regression and report the results in Table 12. Both the negative lender
house price effect on renter debt growth and the positive effect on renter default choices
remain under this alternative specification. I believe this is because growth in living
expenses during this period could be covered by income growth, which is orthogonal to
my instrumented house price measurements.

4.6 Renter performance during the crisis

While researchers have found that homeowners’ high leverage led to their poor
performance during the housing bust (e.g., Mian et al. 2013), how renters were doing
then is not known yet. On the one hand, renters’ limited credit access during the boom
suggests that they would have entered the recession with less debt burden. On the other
hand, their increased default could have further driven them away from lenders during
the downturn, when liquidity dried out across the entire market. More importantly,
banks more exposed to the housing boom were also likely to lose more in the mortgage
sector when the housing market collapsed, which could further reduce credit supply to
the economy. In other words, the negative lender house price effect on renter credit
access during the boom became positive during the bust. Renters are also expected to
face persistent credit contraction during the entire boom-and-bust cycle.

I confirm this prediction by estimating how renters’ borrowing and default proba-
bilities during 2008-2010 were affected by the earlier housing growth. The regression
results are reported in Table 13. For a 1 percentage point increase in lender house
price growth between 2002 and 2006, renters’ probabilities of taking on new auto loans
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and mortgage debt increase by 0.08 and 0.07 percentage points respectively, and their
probability of default increases by 0.1 percentage-point. The results are the same when
individuals who became homeowners before 2007 are excluded from the sample.

5 Extensions

5.1 Alternative consumer credit suppliers

Consumers may also have access to credit from alternative credit suppliers other
than the traditional banking sector. Typical alternatives include payday lenders and
pawn shops, which offer small cash loan to consumers, especially to those with poor
credit access to the traditional consumer credit market. When the housing boom
crowded out non-mortgage consumer credit supplies from the banking sector, alter-
native credit suppliers could have expanded to fulfill the unmet credit needs from the
impacted consumers.

To test the effect of lender house price growth on the growth of alternative consumer
credit suppliers, I use the ZIP-code Business Patterns data (ZBP) to estimate how the
employment growth of these businesses varies across ZIP codes with different lender
house price growth. The ZBP data reports the number of business establishments by
employment size and industry in each ZIP code. Based on this dataset, the employ-
ment size of alternative credit suppliers could be estimated as the aggregate number
of establishments times the average employment number of each size category18 for
businesses with the six-digit North American Industrial Classification System (NAICS)
code 522291 (nondepository consumer lending19). Employment in this specific industry
is estimated to be 96,484 in 2002 and it grew to 120,380 in 2006. I regress the ZIP-code
level employment growth of these alternative consumer credit suppliers on the growth
of lender and local house price during the last housing boom:

∆yz, 02−06 = δ∆lender_hpz, 02−06 + β∆local_hpz, 02−06 +Xz, 02 + εz, (3)

where ∆yz, 02−06 is the log change of alternative consumer credit suppliers’ employment
in ZIP code z between 2002 and 2006. If the reduction in consumer credit supply

18That is, the number of establishments with 1-4 employees times 2.5, plus the number of establish-
ments with 5-9 employees times 7, plus the number of establishments with 10-19 employees times 24.5,
and so on.

19This estimation follows Bhutta (2014).
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from banks increased business opportunities for alternative credit suppliers, we should
expect to see the employment growth of those alternative lenders positively correlated
with local banks’ exposure to the housing boom. In Table 14, I report the regression re-
sults that test this hypothesis. Column 1 shows that, overall, lender house price growth
(notice that, here, “lender” refers to commercial banks) has a positive but insignifi-
cant relationship with the employment growth of alternative consumer credit suppliers.
Comparing the results in areas with high and low financial frictions, I find that local
banks’ exposure to the housing boom significantly increases the employment growth of
alternative lenders in the high-friction markets; that is, markets in which the crowd-out
effect on non-mortgage consumer credit supply is stronger in the traditional banking
sector. In particular, in ZIP codes in which local banks’ mortgage retention proba-
bility is above median, a 1% increase in lender house price increases the employment
growth of alternative credit suppliers by 0.46 percentage points (Column 3). In ZIP
codes with below-median local bank liquidity or above-median bank cost of deposits,
the increases are 0.81 and 0.50 percentage points respectively (Columns 4 and 6). In
contrast, ZIP codes with lower financial frictions do not see the positive relationship
between local banks’ exposure to the housing boom and alternative lender employment
growth (Columns 2, 5, and 7).

While some studies find that access to expensive credit alleviates consumers’ fi-
nancial distress by expanding their choice set (Zinman 2010 and Morse 2011), others
suggest that consumers who have psychological biases may be trapped paying very high
fees and interest, with an annual percentage rate (APR) of almost 400%.20 In this case,
access to alternative credit could be harmful to consumers’ financial health (Melzer 2011
and Skiba and Tobacman 2015). More careful studies are needed to determine whether
alternative lenders alleviate or amplify renter financial distress when the housing boom
reduced renter access to traditional credit sources.

5.2 House price effect on self-employment

Both housing market fluctuations and bank lending are commonly believed to in-
fluence entrepreneurship and self-employment. In this section, I test the differential
effects of lender house price growth on renters’ and homeowners’ propensity to be self-
employed. As discussed earlier, renters face tighter credit constraints when lenders see
stronger house price appreciation, but homeowners are not sensitive to the change in

20According to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau.
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non-mortgage credit supply. If individuals’ financing capacity affects their self employ-
ment choices, then we should expect to see lenders’ exposure to the housing boom gen-
erate a larger difference in self-employment share between these two consumer groups.
To test this hypothesis, I use the Integrated Public Use Microdata Series (IPUMS) from
the Census21 and look at the self-employment share among individuals in the labor force
between the ages of 16 and 65 in each MSA and industry.22

I first measure the percentage share of self-employment among renters and home-
owners, denoted by sr

mlt and sh
mlt, respectively, for MSA23 m, industry l, and year t.

Then I calculate the difference between the two, and estimate how this difference is
affected by lender house prices between 2002 and 2006:

∆(sr
ml −sh

ml)02−06 = δ∆lender_hpm, 02−06+β∆local_hpm, 02−06+Xm, 02+αl +εml, (4)

where ∆lender_hpm, 02−06 and ∆local_hpm, 02−06 are instrumented MSA-level lender
and local house price growth, Xm, 02 is a vector of MSA characteristics in 2002, and αl

indicates industry fixed effects.
When regressed only on local house prices, the self-employment difference is found

to be significantly more negative when local house price growth is higher, as shown
in Column 1 of Table 15. This seems consistent with the arguments by Adelino et al.
(2015) and Corradin and Popov (2015) that housing asset appreciation improves home-
owners’ financing capacity by easing the collateral constraint, which makes their rel-
ative likelihood of self-employment higher (and lowers the relative self-employment of
renters). However, things change when lender house price exposure is included in the
regression. In Column 3, we see that local house price growth no longer affects the
difference in self-employment, but lender house price growth turns out to have a strong
negative relationship with the relative self-employment share of renters compared to
that of homeowners in the same locality and industry. Specifically, a one-standard-
deviation increase in lender house price reduces the difference in self-employment share
between renters and homeowners by about 1%, given that the average difference was
about 6% in 2002. The results are the same when controlling for industry fixed ef-
fects (Columns 2 and 4). Columns 4-8 show that my results are not driven by the

21Ruggles et al. (2015).
22Industry classification is based on 2-digit NAICS codes.
23Only MSA level data is available in this case.
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construction or real-estate sector. Since lender house prices are unlikely to affect home-
owner collateral, this finding supports the bank lending mechanism proposed in this
paper, suggesting that renters’ self-employment propensity was negatively affected by
the strong housing boom because their borrowing capacity was restricted by the reduced
non-mortgage credit supply. The insignificant difference between renters’ and home-
owners’ self-employment responses to local house prices is consistent with the findings
of Hurst and Lusardi (2004) and Kerr et al. (2015), one potential explanation being
that a local housing boom drives up demand, which generates more opportunities for
renters to be self-employed.

Since this estimation is not based on panel data, the comparison between renters
and homeowners could be subject to selection issues. If lender house price growth
affects people’s decision to own a home, then the observed effect on self-employment
differences may reflect the changes in sample composition rather than the effect of
bank lending. To address this concern, I repeat the estimations based on predicted
homeownership estimated by observable individual characteristics. In Table 16, I show
that the results are robust when the difference in self-employment is calculated based
on predicted homeownership and therefore that the results are unlikely to be a product
of homeownership selection.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, I show that strong housing market growth could have negative effects
on renter credit access even during an economic boom. When banks are exposed to a
housing boom, they increase mortgage lending but reduce the supply of non-mortgage
consumer credit. While more financial resources are allocated to homeowners, renters
become the major victims of the non-mortgage credit contraction through this bank
lending channel. My results imply that credit resources are allocated to the more ad-
vantaged consumers at the expense of the more disadvantaged ones during a nationwide
housing boom.

Using individual consumer credit data, I find evidence that renters borrow less
when local lenders are exposed to stronger housing markets and that the tighter credit
constraints make them more likely to default. In contrast, homeowners increase their
debt holding in response to home value appreciation and at the same time are less likely
to default. The negative effects of lender house price on renter credit access is found
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to be stronger in regions with greater financial frictions, supporting the hypothesis
that renters are affected by a crowd-out effect through the bank lending channel. As
banks more exposed to the housing boom are also likely to lose more in the subsequent
financial crisis, the reduction in renter credit access is found to persist during the crisis.

The credit contraction from the traditional banking sector could lead to an expansion
of expensive alternative lending, such as payday loans, in areas with high financial
frictions. This would increase the borrowing cost and even trap renters into reborrowing
and paying even more fees and interest. By restricting renters’ credit access, lender
house price growth could also reduce renters’ relative probability of self-employment
compared to that of homeowners in the same region and industry. If consumers’ credit
constraints have a long-term influence on their earning capability —for example, by
affecting their accumulation of physical and human capital— then this change in credit
allocation across renters and homeowners may even have a long-term impact on income
inequality and mobility in our economy.

My findings suggest a tradeoff resulting from policymakers’ drive for homeownership.
It is commonly believed that people achieve better economic and social outcomes by
owning their own homes, and that sponsoring home purchases by expanding mortgage
lending could help marginal consumers to realize the American Dream. However, when
such efforts push up house prices and crowd out non-mortgage lending, the remaining
consumers who still cannot afford a home will suffer from a credit contraction. As such
a negative spill-over effect hurts over 30% of the population who are at the very bottom
of our society, policymakers need to be cautious when they evaluate housing policies
that sponsor homeownership and support strong housing markets.
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Figure 1: Bank asset composition, 2002 and 2006

Notes: This figure shows the percentage share of mortgage debts, mortgage backed securities, non-
mortgage consumer debts, C&I loans, and other assets out of total bank assets in 2002 and 2006, as
the average (weighted by bank assets) across bank holding companies.
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Figure 2: House price exposure and bank asset composition

Notes: This figure plots the relationship between loan growth and banks’ exposure to house prices.
The horizontal axis measures instrumented growth of house prices across markets covered by each
bank between 2002 and 2006. The left panel shows the growth of mortgage loans in banks’ balances
sheets in the same period. Each bubble represents the average loan growth of bank holding companies
whose housing growth exposure is within the specific 1% range. The size of the bubble represents the
number of bank holding companies in this 1% range, weighted by bank asset value. The right panel
shows the growth of non-mortgage loans in each bank holding company’s balance sheet.
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Figure 3: House price and consumer debt growth

Notes: This figure plots the relationship between individual consumer debt growth and instrumented
house price growth from 2002 to 2006. Each bubble represents the average debt growth across in-
dividuals who live in ZIP codes where lender house price growth (the upper panels) or local house
price growth (the lower panels) is within the specific 1% range. The size of the bubble represents the
number of individual consumers in this 1% range. The top panels show the relationships between debt
growth and local house price growth for consumers who were renters (left) and homeowners (right)
in 2002. The bottom panels show the relationship between residual debt growth (after controlling for
local house price effects) and lender house price growth for the 2002 renters and homeowners.
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Figure 4: House price and consumer default

Notes: This figure plots the relationship between the change in consumer default and instrumented
house price growth from 2002 to 2006. The vertical axis measure the growth of obligations past due by
individual consumers. Each bubble represents the average past due growth from 2002 to 2006 across
individuals who live in ZIP codes where lender house price growth (the upper panels) or local house
price growth (the lower panels) is within the specific 1% range. The size of the bubble represents
the number of individual consumers in this 1% range. The top panels show the relationships between
the growth of past-due balances and the growth of local house price for consumers who were renters
(left) and homeowners (right) in 2002. The bottom panels show the relationship between residual
past-due growth (after controlling for local house price effects) and lender house price growth for the
2002 renters and homeowners.
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Table 1: Summary statistics

This table shows the summary statistics for 493,204 individual consumers aged 35 to 55 from 8,378
ZIP codes in my sample. In Panel A the individual-level sample from the credit reports is splitted
based on homeownership as identified at the beginning of the testing period, 2002. Homeownership
is determined based on a consumer’s mortgage and other housing-related credit records in the credit
reports. In Panel B ZIP-code level house price index comes from Zillow, and ZIP-code level average
gross income comes from IRS public data. Lender house price exposure is the average house prices
across banks with businesses in the ZIP code; detailed calculation of this index can be found in the
data section.

Panel A. Individual level Whole sample 2002 Renters 2002 Homeowners

Homeownership (%), 2002 0.714

Credit score, 2002 742 675 769

(127) (150) (106)

Credit score, 2006 752 680 782

(149) (173) (128)

Total debt ($1,000), 2002 97.5 10.9 133

(136) (32.3) (146)

Total debt ($1,000), 2006 133 46.2 168

(205) (114) (223)

Non-mortgage debt ($1,000), 2002 24.6 10.9 29.7

(48.6) (32.3) (52.7)

Non-mortgage debt ($1,000), 2006 28.5 11.8 34.1

(56.7) (34.6) (63.6)

Probability of default, 2002 0.067 0.121 0.047

(0.251) (0.355) (0.299)

Probability of default, 2006 0.056 0.092 0.041

(0.230) (0.288) (0.200)

Obs. 493,204 140,914 352,290
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Table 1: Summary statistics (continued)

Panel B. ZIP-code level Mean Median s.d.

House price index, 2002 ($1,000) 183 150 (125)

Average gross income, 2002 ($1,000) 47.7 41.2 (25.3)

Growth of local house price index, 2002-2006 0.383 0.345 (0.242)

Growth of lender house price index, 2002-2006 0.437 0.422 (0.206)

Growth of income, 2002-2006 0.164 0.147 (0.116)

Obs. 8,378
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Table 2: First-stage regression

This table shows the first-stage estimations of the three instrumental variables for house price growth.
Panel A reports the regression for local house price growth. The first two column uses housing sup-
ply elasticity as the instrument. Column 3 and 4 are instrumented on the share of local mortgage
applications in 2002 that are between 100% and 110% of the conforming loan limit (CLL) of that
year. Columns 5 and 6 are based on both the housing supply elasticity and the share of mortgage
applications around the CLL, as well as the interacted term of these two instruments. In Columns
2, 4, and 6, ZIP-code level characteristics, including average gross income and median rental cost are
controlled. Panel B reports the regressions for lender house price growth. In this panel, all independent
variables are the weighted average value across all financially related markets, calculated in the same
way as the lender house price index. Regressions are at ZIP code level, weighted by the population of
each ZIP code. ZIP-code level control variables are included in Columns 2, 4, and 6. Standard errors
are clustered by MSA. *, **, and *** represent statistical significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels,
respectively.

House price growth, 2002-2006
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Panel A. Local house price growth
Housing supply elasticity -0.151*** -0.141*** -0.081*** -0.077***

(0.027) (0.029) (0.026) (0.025)
Share around conforming loan limit 8.85*** 7.75*** 12.1*** 11.8***

(2.99) (2.90) (4.385) (4.19)
Housing supply elasticity × Share around CLL -13.1*** -12.7***

(4.62) (4.32)
ZIP-code controls, 2002 yes yes yes
Obs. 8,378 8,378 8,378 8,378 8,378 8,378
R-squared 0.36 0.39 0.20 0.25 0.42 0.45
Panel B. Lender house price growth
Housing supply elasticity -0.106*** -0.092*** -0.040*** -0.048***

(0.009) (0.009) (0.014) (0.013)
Share around conforming loan limit 12.4*** 8.54*** 15.9*** 17.8***

(0.949) (1.47) (3.40) (3.75)
Housing supply elasticity × Share around CLL -4.66*** -4.23**

(1.820) (1.810)
ZIP-code controls, 2002 yes yes yes
Obs. 8,378 8,378 8,378 8,378 8,378 8,378
R-squared 0.25 0.34 0.35 0.37 0.37 0.38
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Table 3: House price effects on bank portfolio composition, 2002-2006

This table shows the cross-sectional regressions of loan growth on the growth of bank housing market exposures at bank holding company
(BHC) level. The growth of bank housing market exposure measures the average exposure to house price growths across all markets of each
BHC. Column 1 shows the relationship between the growth of core deposits and growth of bank housing market exposure. Column 2 shows the
relationship between bank equity and growth of bank housing market exposure. Column 3 represents the effect on total bank assets. Column 4
estimates the effect on the growth of mortgage loans (real-estate-collateralized lending) in each BHC’s balance sheet. Column 5 estimates the
effect on the growth of non-mortgage consumer debts. The growth of bank housing market exposure is instrumented on the housing supply
elasticity and the share of mortgage applications around CLL. Bank level characteristics are controlled, including log assets, leverage ratio, asset
composition, and average exposure to income and median rental costs across markets. All estimations are weighted by the 2002 asset value
of each bank. Standard errors are robust to heteroskedasticity. *, **, and *** represent statistical significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels,
respectively.

Core deposits Equity Total assets Mortgage debts Non-mtg debts
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Growth of bank housing market exposure, 2002-2006 0.315 -0.018 0.357* 1.854** -0.966***
(0.223) (0.228) (0.205) (0.809) (0.374)

Bank control, 2002 yes yes yes yes yes
Obs. 2,015 2,015 2,015 2,015 2,015
R-squared 0.60 0.43 0.23 0.63 0.58
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Table 4: House price effects on growth of total debt, 2002-2006

This table shows the effects of instrumented lender and local house price growth on individual consumer
debt growth between 2002 and 2006. Columns 1-3 estimate the effects on debt growth for consumers
who were renters in 2002, and Columns 4-6 estimate that for consumers who were homeowners in
2002. Debt growth is the log change of debt balance for each individual consumer (plus one dollar
to include zeros). Lender house price growth is the instrumented average housing exposure across
banks with businesses in each ZIP code, and local house price growth is the instrumented ZIP-code
level one. Columns 1 and 4 control for the instrumented house price growth of the local ZIP code,
columns 2 and 5 control for the instrumented house price growth of the local MSA, and Columns 3 and
6 control for the one-percentage dummies of local house price growth. Both individual and ZIP-code
level characteristics are controlled, including individual age, credit score, debt income ratio, mortgage
balance, and ZIP-code average gross income and median rental cost. Standard errors are clustered by
MSA. *, **, and *** represent statistical significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels, respectively.

2002 Renters 2002 Homeowners
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Lender house price growth, 2002-2006 -0.818*** -0.749*** -0.617*** -0.125 0.146 -0.135
(0.206) (0.184) (0.187) (0.188) (0.142) (0.125)

Local ZIP-code house price growth, 2002-2006 0.188 Dummies 0.456*** Dummies
(0.160) (0.097)

Local MSA house price growth, 2002-2006 -0.049 0.311***
(0.074) (0.098)

Individual control, 2002 yes yes yes yes yes yes
ZIP-code control, 2002 yes yes yes yes yes yes
Obs. 140,914 140,914 140,914 352,290 352,290 352,290
R-squared 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03
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Table 5: House price effects on growth of consumer debt by type, 2002-2006

This table shows the effects of instrumented lender and local house price on the growth of each type of consumer debt. Columns 1-4 and 5-8
show regression results for the subsample of 2002 renters and 2002 homeowners respectively. Columns 1 and 5 estimate the effects on auto loan
growth, Columns 2 and 6 estimate the effects on credit card debt growth, Columns 3 and 7 estimate the effects on mortgage debt growth, and
Columns 4 and 8 estimate the effects on other (non-mortgage, non-auto) personal installment loan growth. Debt growth is the log change of
debt balance for each individual consumer (plus one dollar to include zeros). Lender house price growth is the instrumented average housing
exposures across banks with businesses in each ZIP code. Local house price growth is the instrumented ZIP code level one. Both lender and
local house price growth are instrumented on the combination of housing supply elasticity and the share of mortgage applications around the
CLL. Individual and ZIP-code level characteristics are controlled, including individual age, credit score, debt income ratio, mortgage balance,
as well as zip code average gross income and median rental cost. Standard errors are clustered by MSA. *, **, and *** represent statistical
significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels, respectively.

2002 Renters 2002 Homeowners
Auto CC Mortgage Other Auto CC Mortgage Other
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Lender house price growth, 2002-2006 -0.613*** -0.175 -0.093 -0.886*** -0.011 0.250 -0.373 0.164
(0.200) (0.226) (0.375) (0.323) (0.208) (0.158) (0.616) (0.267)

Local house price growth, 2002-2006 -0.155 0.092 -0.603** -0.023 -0.047 0.112 1.073*** -0.338*
(0.210) (0.130) (0.266) (0.186) (0.201) (0.127) (0.282) (0.184)

Individual control, 2002 yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
ZIP-control, 2002 yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
Obs. 140,914 140,914 140,914 140,914 352,290 352,290 352,290 352,290
R-squared 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.01
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Table 6: House price effects on growth of past-due obligations, 2002-2006

This table shows the effects of instrumented lender and local house price growth on consumer past
due between 2002 and 2006. Columns 1-3 estimate the effects on the growth of past-due balances
for consumers who were renters in 2002. Columns 4-6 estimate the effects for consumers who were
homeowners in 2002. Growth of past due is measured as the log change of past-due balance for each
individual consumer (plus one dollar to include zeros). Lender house price growth is the instrumented
average housing exposures across banks with businesses in each ZIP code. Local house price growth is
the instrumented ZIP code level one. Both lender and local house price growth are instrumented on
the combination of housing supply elasticity and the share of mortgage applications around the CLL.
Individual and ZIP-code level characteristics are controlled, including individual age, credit score,
debt income ratio, mortgage balance, as well as zip code average gross income and median rental cost.
Standard errors are clustered by MSA. *, **, and *** represent statistical significance at the 10%, 5%
and 1% levels, respectively.

2002 Renters 2002 Homeowners
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Lender house price growth, 2002-2006 0.465*** 0.442*** 0.485*** 0.173 0.056 0.090
(0.122) (0.131) (0.135) (0.160) (0.080) (0.136)

Local ZIP-code house price growth, 2002-2006 -0.107 Dummies -0.408*** Dummies
(0.141) (0.113)

Local MSA house price growth, 2002-2006 -0.203 -0.336***
(0.164) (0.099)

Individual control, 2002 yes yes yes yes yes yes
ZIP-code control, 2002 yes yes yes yes yes yes
Obs. 140,914 140,914 140,914 352,290 352,290 352,290
R-squared 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.06
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Table 7: House price effects on debt charge-offs, 2002-2006

This table shows the effects of instrumented lender and local house price growth on consumer debt
charge-off between 2002 and 2006. Columns 1-3 estimate the effects on the change of charge-off prob-
abilities for consumers who were renters in 2002. Columns 4-6 estimate the effects for consumers who
were homeowners in 2002. Lender house price growth is the instrumented average housing exposures
across banks with businesses in each ZIP code. Local house price growth is the instrumented ZIP code
level one. Both lender and local house price growth are instrumented on the combination of housing
supply elasticity and the share of mortgage applications around the CLL. Individual and ZIP-code
level characteristics are controlled, including individual age, credit score, debt income ratio, mortgage
balance, as well as zip code average gross income and median rental cost. Standard errors are clustered
by MSA. *, **, and *** represent statistical significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels, respectively.

2002 Renters 2002 Homeowners
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Lender house price growth, 2002-2006 0.055*** 0.051*** 0.044*** 0.014 0.018 0.021
(0.021) (0.017) (0.015) (0.029) (0.026) (0.023)

Local ZIP-code house price growth, 2002-2006 -0.019 Dummies -0.064*** Dummies
(0.015) (0.015)

Local MSA house price growth, 2002-2006 0.004 -0.096***
(0.018) (0.021)

Individual control, 2002 yes yes yes yes yes yes
ZIP-code control, 2002 yes yes yes yes yes yes
Obs. 140,914 140,914 140,914 352,290 352,290 352,290
R-squared 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
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Table 8: Heterogeneity across markets: by mortgage retention probability

This table shows the cross-market heterogeneity based on local banks’ probability of retaining mortgage
loans in portfolio. Columns 1-2 estimate the effects of lender and local house price growth on renter
debt growth (similar to Table 4). Column 3-4 estimate the effects on the growth of renters’ past
due obligations (similar to Table 6). The sample ZIP codes are splitted into quartiles based on the
average share of mortgage loans originated in all markets that are retained in portfolio by local banks.
Columns 1 and 3 show the estimations for the subsample with lowest mortgage retention probability
of local lenders. Columns 2 and 4 show the estimations for the subsample with the highest mortgage
retention probability of local lenders. Lender house price growth is the instrumented average housing
exposures across banks with businesses in each ZIP code. Local house price growth is the instrumented
ZIP code level one. Both lender and local house price growth are instrumented on the combination
of housing supply elasticity and the share of mortgage applications around the CLL. Individual and
ZIP-code level characteristics are controlled, including individual age, credit score, debt income ratio,
mortgage balance, as well as zip code average gross income and median rental cost. Standard errors
are clustered by MSA. *, **, and *** represent statistical significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels,
respectively.

Debt balances Past due balances
Low retention High retention Low retention High retention

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Lender house price growth, 2002-2006 0.197 -0.765*** 0.032 0.646***

(0.529) (0.281) (0.291) (0.250)
Local house price growth, 2002-2006 0.281 -0.399 0.319 -0.284

(0.350) (0.251) (0.255) (0.380)
Individual control, 2002 yes yes yes yes
ZIP-code control, 2002 yes yes yes yes
Obs. 31,555 31,718 31,555 31,718
R-squared 0.04 0.06 0.01 0.01
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Table 9: Heterogeneity across markets: by bank liquidity

This table shows the cross-market heterogeneity based on local bank balance sheet liquidity. Columns
1-2 estimate the effects of lender and local house price growth on renter debt growth (similar to Table
4). Columns 3-4 estimate the effects on the growth of renters’ past due obligations (similar to Table
6). The sample ZIP codes are splitted into quartiles based on the average share of liquid assets in
local banks’ balance sheets. Columns 1 and 3 show the estimations for the subsample with the lowest
liquidity share. Columns 2 and 4 show the estimations for the subsample with the highest liquidity
share. Lender house price growth is the instrumented average housing exposures across banks with
businesses in each ZIP code. Local house price growth is the instrumented ZIP code level one. Both
lender and local house price growth are instrumented on the combination of housing supply elasticity
and the share of mortgage applications around the CLL. Individual and ZIP-code level characteristics
are controlled, including individual age, credit score, debt income ratio, mortgage balance, as well as
zip code average gross income and median rental cost. Standard errors are clustered by MSA. *, **,
and *** represent statistical significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels, respectively.

Debt balances Past due balances
Low liquidity High liquidity Low liquidity High liquidity

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Lender house price growth, 2002-2006 -0.687*** -0.162 0.474** 0.163

(0.254) (0.264) (0.184) (0.258)
Local house price growth, 2002-2006 0.158 0.008 -0.214 -0.002

(0.366) (0.238) (0.167) (0.257)
Individual control, 2002 yes yes yes yes
ZIP-code control, 2002 yes yes yes yes
Obs. 31,157 34,489 31,157 34,489
R-squared 0.08 0.07 0.01 0.01
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Table 10: Heterogeneity across markets: by bank cost of deposits

This table shows the heterogeneity based on local banks’ cost of deposits. Columns 1-2 estimate the
effects of lender and local house price growths on renter debt growth (similar to Table 4). Columns
3-4 estimate the effects on the growth of renters’ past due obligations (similar to Table 6). The sample
is splitted into quartiles based on local banks’ average cost of deposits. Columns 1 and 3 show the
estimations for the subsample with the lowest cost of deposits. Columns 2 and 4 show the estimations
for the subsample with the highest cost of deposits. Lender house price growth is the instrumented
average housing exposures across banks with businesses in each ZIP code. Local house price growth is
the instrumented ZIP code level one. Both lender and local house price growth are instrumented on
the combination of housing supply elasticity and the share of mortgage applications around the CLL.
Individual and ZIP-code level characteristics are controlled, including individual age, credit score,
debt income ratio, mortgage balance, as well as zip code average gross income and median rental cost.
Standard errors are clustered by MSA. *, **, and *** represent statistical significance at the 10%, 5%
and 1% levels, respectively.

Debt balances Past due balances
Low cost High cost Low cost High cost

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Lender house price growth, 2002-2006 -0.213 -1.192*** 0.161 0.485***

(0.358) (0.241) (0.396) (0.177)
Local house price growth, 2002-2006 -0.246 0.313 -0.289 -0.074

(0.301) (0.220) (0.292) (0.214)
Individual control, 2002 yes yes yes yes
ZIP-code control, 2002 yes yes yes yes
Obs. 38,690 38,472 38,690 38,472
R-squared 0.06 0.06 0.01 0.01
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Table 11: House price effects on debt growth controlling for credit quality, 2002-2006

This table shows the house price effects on consumer debt growth after further controlling for consumer
credit score changes between 2002 and 2006. Columns 1-2 estimate the effects on debt growth for
consumer who are renters in 2002. Columns 3-4 estimate the effects for consumers who are homeowners
in 2002. Debt growth is the log change of debt balance for each individual consumer (plus one dollar
to include zeros). Columns 1 and 3 control for the linear credit score changes between 2002 and
2006. Columns 2 and 4 control for the dummies of credit score changes at each 5-point bin. Lender
house price growth is the instrumented average housing exposures across banks with businesses in each
ZIP code. Local house price growth is the instrumented ZIP code level one. Both lender and local
house price growth are instrumented on the combination of housing supply elasticity and the share of
mortgage applications around the CLL. Individual and ZIP-code level characteristics are controlled,
including individual age, credit score, debt income ratio, mortgage balance, as well as zip code average
gross income and median rental cost. Standard errors are clustered by MSA. *, **, and *** represent
statistical significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels, respectively.

2002 renters 2002 homeowners
(1) (2) (4) (5)

Lender house price growth, 2002-2006 -0.782*** -0.770*** -0.189 -0.049
(0.196) (0.211) (0.149) (0.190)

Local house price growth, 2002-2006 -0.360 0.149 0.386*** 0.399**
(0.297) (0.156) (0.103) (0.113)

Credit score change, 2002-2006 0.004*** Dummies 0.002*** Dummies
(0.000) (0.000)

Individual control, 2002 yes yes yes yes
ZIP-code control, 2002 yes yes yes yes
Obs. 140,914 140,914 352,290 352,290
R-squared 0.04 0.06 0.02 0.04
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Table 12: Living cost effects on renters, 2002-2006

This table shows the house price effects with additional controls on local rental cost and non-housing
price index for consumers who are renters in 2002. Columns1-2 estimate the effects of instrumented
lender house price growths on consumer debt growth (similar to Table 4). Columns 3-4 estimate the
effects on the growth of past due obligations (similar to Table 6). Columns 1 and 3 include the growth
of median rent. Columns 2 and 4 include both rent growth and the growth of non-housing price
index. Lender house price growth is the instrumented average housing exposures across banks with
businesses in each ZIP code. Local house price growth is the instrumented ZIP code level one. Both
lender and local house price growth are instrumented on the combination of housing supply elasticity
and the share of mortgage applications around the CLL. Individual and ZIP-code level characteristics
are controlled, including individual age, credit score, debt income ratio, mortgage balance, as well as
zip code average gross income and median rental cost. Standard errors are clustered by MSA. *, **,
and *** represent statistical significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels, respectively.

Debt balances Past due balances
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Lender house price growth, 2002-2006 -1.057*** -1.057*** 0.403*** 0.459**
(0.180) (0.267) (0.132) (0.189)

Local house price growth, 2002-2006 0.227 0.164 -0.150 -0.498
(0.158) (0.358) (0.150) (0.449)

Rental cost, 2002-2006 0.200 0.142 -0.251 -0.100
(0.199) (0.240) (0.196) (0.267)

Non-housing CPI, 2002-2006 0.914 0.190
(0.661) (1.245)

Individual control, 2002 yes yes yes yes
ZIP-code control, 2002 yes yes yes yes
Obs. 129,823 82,613 129,823 82,613
R-squared 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.03
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Table 13: House price effects on renter performance during the crisis

This table shows the effects of instrumented lender and local house prices between 2002 and 2006 on
renters’ performance during the last crisis. Columns 1, 3, 5 are based on the subsample of 2002 renters.
Columns 2, 4, 6 are based on 2007 renters. Columns 1-2 estimate the effects on the probability of
taking new auto loans between 2008 and 2010, Columns 3-4 estimate the effects on the probablity
of taking mortgage loans, and Columns 5-6 estimate the effects on the probability of having existing
obligations charged off. Lender house price growth is the instrumented average housing exposures
across banks with businesses in each ZIP code. Local house price growth is the instrumented ZIP code
level one. Both lender and local house price growth are instrumented on the combination of housing
supply elasticity and the share of mortgage applications around the CLL. Individual and ZIP-code
level characteristics are controlled, including individual age, credit score, debt income ratio, mortgage
balance, as well as zip code average gross income and median rental cost. Standard errors are clustered
by MSA. *, **, and *** represent statistical significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels, respectively.

Prob. new auto loans Prob. new mortgages Prob. default
02 Renter 07 Renter 02 Renter 07 Renter 02 Renter 07 Renter

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Lender house price growth, 2002-2006 -0.085*** -0.080*** -0.069*** -0.026*** 0.093** 0.080***

(0.026) (0.024) (0.019) (0.012) (0.038) (0.030)
Local house price growth, 2002-2006 -0.026** -0.024* -0.002 -0.015** 0.016 0.011

(0.012) (0.013) (0.014) (0.007) (0.028) (0.024)
Individual control, 2002 yes yes yes yes yes yes
ZIP-control, 2002 yes yes yes yes yes yes
Obs. 140,914 120,831 140,914 120,831 140,914 120,831
R-squared 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.07 0.07
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Table 14: House price effects on alternative financing suppliers, 2002-2006

This table shows the effects of instrumented lender and local house prices between 2002 and 2006 on the employment growth of alternative
credit suppliers. The employment growth is the log change of ZIP-code level employment of businesses with NAICS code 522291 (nondepository
consumer lending). Column 1 reports the results for all ZIP codes. Columns 2 and 3 show results in ZIP codes where the mortgage retention
probability of local banks are below and above the median level, respectively. Columns 4 and 5 split the sample ZIP codes based on bank
balance sheet liquidity, and Columns 6 and 7 compare regions with high and low bank coost of deposits. Lender house price growth is the
instrumented average housing exposures across banks with businesses in each ZIP code. Local house price growth is the instrumented ZIP code
level one. Both lender and local house price growth are instrumented on the combination of housing supply elasticity and the share of mortgage
applications around the CLL. Individual and ZIP-code level characteristics are controlled, including individual age, credit score, debt income
ratio, mortgage balance, as well as zip code average gross income and median rental cost. Standard errors are clustered by MSA. *, **, and ***
represent statistical significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels, respectively.

All ZIP codes Mortgage retention Bank liquidity Bank cost of funds
Low High Low High Low High

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Lender house price growth, 2002-2006 0.382 0.047 0.455** 0.808** -0.149 0.260 0.495**

(0.316) (0.452) (0.228) (0.363) (0.253) (0.416) (0.244)
Local house price growth, 2002-2006 0.453* 0.239 0.586** 0.436* 0.257 0.388* -0.168

(0.239) (0.240) (0.229) (0.238) (0.210) (0.230) (0.309)
ZIP-code control, 2002 yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
Obs. 8,378 4,187 4,191 4,293 4,085 4,287 4,091
R-squared 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01
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Table 15: House price effects on self-employment by homeownership, 2002-2006

This table shows the effect of instrumented house price growth on self-employment propensity across renters and homeowners. Here the data is
at MSA-industry level, from the Integrated Public Use Micro Data Series (IPUMS). The estimates are based on people in the labor force with
age between 16 and 65. First, I calculate the difference of self-employment share across renters and homeowners. Then, the dependent variable
is the change of this difference between 2002 and 2006. Columns1-4 are based on the whole sample of all industries, and columns 5-8 exclude
construction and real estate related industries. Lender house price growth is the instrumented average housing exposures across banks with
businesses in each ZIP code, and local house price growth is the instrumented ZIP-code level one. Both lender and local hosue price growth are
instrumented on the housing supply elasticity and the share of mortgage applications around CLL. MSA-level characteristics are controlled, and
industry fixed effects are included in Columns 3, 4, 7, 8. Standard errors are clustered by MSA. *, **, and *** represent statistical significance
at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels, respectively.

All industries Excluding construction and real estate
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Lender house price growth, 2002-2006 -0.090*** -0.089*** -0.100*** -0.099***
(0.020) (0.020) (0.020) (0.019)

Local house price growth, 2002-2006 -0.040** -0.042** 0.002 -0.001 -0.040** -0.043** 0.007 0.004
(0.019) (0.019) (0.019) (0.019) (0.020) (0.020) (0.019) (0.019)

MSA control, 2002 yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
Industry fixed effects yes yes yes yes
Obs. 2,890 2,890 2,890 2,890 2,555 2,555 2,555 2,555
R-squared 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.04
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Table 16: House price effects on self-employment by predicted homeownership, 2002-2006

This table shows the effect of instrumented house price growth on self-employment propensity across consumer groups based on their predicted
homeownership instead of the actual status. Homeownership is estimated based on individual observable characteristics. I calculate the difference
of self-employment share across people who are predicted as renters and homeowners. The dependent variable is the change in this difference
between 2002 and 2006. Columns1-4 are based on the whole sample of all industries. Columns 5-8 exclude construction and real estate related
industries. Lender house price growth is the instrumented average housing exposures across banks with businesses in each ZIP code. Local
house price growth is the instrumented ZIP-code level one. Both lender and local hosue price growth are instrumented on the housing supply
elasticity and the share of mortgage applications around CLL. MSA-level characteristics are controlled, and industry fixed effects are included
in columns 3, 4, 7, 8. Standard errors are clustered by MSA. *, **, and *** represent statistical significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels,
respectively.

All industries Excluding construction and real estate
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Lender house price growth, 2002-2006 -0.081*** -0.082*** -0.089*** -0.087***
(0.030) (0.030) (0.034) (0.024)

Local house price growth, 2002-2006 -0.040** -0.041** 0.026 0.026 -0.035 -0.037* 0.037 0.004
(0.019) (0.019) (0.023) (0.023) (0.022) (0.021) (0.025) (0.019)

MSA control, 2002 yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
Industry fixed effects yes yes yes yes
Obs. 2,890 2,890 2,890 2,890 2,555 2,555 2,555 2,555
R-squared 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02
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